
High Achiever Awards – Summer Term 2022 
 

As many of you are aware throughout the year, every half term, each faculty is asked to nominate one student from 
each year group to receive a prestigious High Achiever Award based on the student’s work, effort, attitude and 
achievements made throughout the previous half term.  
 

Each student who receives a High Achiever Award will have their name published in the weekly newsletter, and a copy 
of their certificate displayed on High Achiever noticeboards which are placed in prominent places around the school 
site. They will also will receive a letter of recognition from the school and their certificate is posted home to their 
parents. 
 

We are delighted that the following students all received a High Achiever Award for their work during the Summer 
Term. We congratulate them all for their recent success and wish them every success as they continue their learning 
journey at BMS.  
 

COMPUTING  
 

Neo Mitchell  10O Working really well in his last assignment and gaining a Distinction, well done and more  
of the same please  

Aatesh Thirucumaran 11B Outstanding effort and commitment with the Computer Science subject and class test  
scores were consistently above his target  

Chenul Warnasooriya 12W Outstanding work ethic completing both IT and Computer Science assignments to a  
really high standard ensuring he has attained a distinction in his last 2 assignment 

Shiraz Khan  13A An improved grade and outstanding effort spent on computer science coursework 
 

DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY     
 

Evie Mullings 7E Excellent thinking and problem-solving skills when designing and making  
Adam Szertics 8W Thinking outside the box to produce original design ideas and persevering with challenging  

ideas  
Ruben Amin 9W Always having an excellent attitude to learning and always being prepared for his cooking  

lessons  
Osama Djahnit 10A Always working hard to produce work to the best of his ability  
Nieka Hamisi 11W Her consistent hard work revising and always looking for ways to improve  
Kai Tyler 12W A really positive approach to solving challenging maths questions in his exam preparation 
Luke Robinson 13A Producing project work that demonstrates professional level understanding of the design  

process 
 

ENGLISH  
 

Pranav Kannan  7M Exceptional dedication to his English studies; Pranav has really grown in confidence and  
continues to a brilliant member of our English class -well done  

Jack Allan  8B Always looking to improve his work, demonstrating a positive AtL, and always  
enthusiastically answering questions  

Hirra Sheikh  9W Being very hard-working and engaged in learning; Hirra has a sunny disposition and is  
always keen to do well  

Sophie Hodge  10E Exceptional effort in English throughout the course of the year, always strives to  
improve 

Olivia Rattley  11W Being focused and hardworking throughout and well prepared for the examinations 
Khushi Aggarwal 12W Being a diligent and thoughtful student who completes a lot of reading around the  

subject  
Lauren Coleman 13A A consistently strong work ethic throughout the course 

      
HUMANITIES  
 

Rahat Rahman  7E Outstanding effort and leadership in RE lessons providing teaching resources and expert  
explanations  

Dhakshika Sivaganesh 8S Consistently showing an excellent attitude to learning and creating amazing pieces of  
work in history  

Daniel Nesbeth  9O Outstanding commitment and progress made in religious education and for an excellent  



attitude, always willing to contribute in history lessons  
Brook Lamble  10B Showing a big improvement in your attitude to learning, demonstrated in your history  

quiz scores  
Kyal Vadodaria  11S Consistently hard-working in geography enabling good progress to be made in exam  

technique 
Eunice Yeboah  12O Continued hard work and a conscientious approach in psychology  
Gabriela Zhelyazkova 13A Voluntarily participating in Year 12 history lessons to support her revision 
 

LEARNING SUPPORT 
 

Asadali Walji  7W Developing his skills in all subject areas  
Max Turner 8B  Showcasing his reading skills in all lessons  
Gino Arricale 9W His confidence and willingness to participate in all areas of learning  
Justin Lester 10M Developing his independent writing skills  
Lacey Hope  11A Her dedication to her revision programme  
Maisie Wraight  12O The support and guidance she provides for other students  
Tofunmi Rilwan 13B His efforts in all his subjects and his positive attitude in school 
  

MATHS  
 

Lola Morris  7W Listening and demonstrating diligence in every lesson  
Jack Latham  8B Constant attention to detail in his work and working diligently in every lesson  
Emily Williams  9W Always working diligently in Maths and making excellent progress  
Daniella Allan  10W Showing an unwavering focus and diligence during all tasks  
Mihir Shah  11S Working diligently in every lesson and always demonstrating an excellent attitude to  

learning 
Thushya Sritharan 12A Working diligently in every lesson and always demonstrating an excellent attitude to  

learning 
Akhil Radhakrishnan 13S Showing a diligent approach in all lessons and an excellent attitude to learning 
    
MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES  
 

Joseph Walusimbi 7W Consistently excelling in stretch and challenges in class as well as extra work outside of  
the classroom 

Armaan Samnani 8B Excellent focus, determination and AtL in French leading to exceptional work in a new  
school 

Casian Tegzes  9M Volunteering answers in class and commitment to Spanish  
Om Panchal  10E An outstanding Atl and contributions in Spanish lessons  
Sameen Ghumman 11B Working hard to improve her grammar and writing, resulting in improved grade  
CJ Lea   12W An excellent work ethic producing quality mindmaps on year 12 topics during  

independent study 
     

PE AND HEALTH  
 

Violeta Melero  7A Fantastic effort in all lessons and extra-curricular activities  
Cayley-Anne Noonan 8O Always working hard in every activity and for making a FANTASTIC start to the athletics  

season  
Harry Cooper   9S Excellent attitude in lessons and extracurricular activities   
Ronit Puspasen  10M High level of effort with all aspects of the CNAT Sports Studies course  
Aidan O'Shea  11B An excellent attitude to learning and overall commitment to the subject  
Stan Booth  12A Fantastic effort with CTECH football coaching sessions and an excellent role model for  

younger students 
         

PERFORMING AND VISUAL ARTS  
 

Amiee Gibson  7A Consistently high effort and achievement in drama  
Abbasali Muraj  8A A fantastic attitude to music and always producing high quality work   
Jessica Levitan  9E Always working hard and producing excellent quality work  
Jessica Stevens  10M Effort she has shown in her set phrase  
Anton Brown  11O His commitment to the music department across the year  



Joe Millbery  12O His hard work, continued enthusiasm, innovation and creativity in photography  
Nima Shiralizadeh 13S Being consistently outstanding in all areas of Media studies - going above and beyond 

 

SCIENCE  
 

Risha Chudasma 7E Being keen to learn, well behaved, well-spoken and enthusiastic  
Armaan Samnani 8B Consistent hard work and commitment to learning in lessons  
Beyza Yassikaya  9B Fantastic commitment and approach to learning in science lessons  
Diuraa Sivakumar 10B Always working hard in the classroom and trying her best in Physics; she is always trying  

to reach the extension  
Parth Gaikwad  11E Working consistently hard in physics throughout the year and demonstrating an  

excellent attitude towards his learning  
Rayan Mohamud 12A His significant improvement in chemistry since the start of the year  
Sarrina Freeman 13S Working hard to catch up and moving up 3 grade boundaries from year 12. Well done  

Sarrina! 
 

SOCIAL SCIENCES            
 

Tasmita Jeyashanker 10E Excelling in her economics test  
Lacey Hope  11A Commitment inside and outside of lessons, allowing her to exceed her childcare target  

grade 
Eunice Yeboah  12O Continued diligence and commitment to religious studies  
Rebecca Allen  13E Demonstrating a superb work ethic in psychology and making excellent progress 

 
STEM 
 

Patryk Pawlaczyk 7E Showing a diligent approach in STEM related work in Maths  
Luxman Aravindan 8S Reaching the Kangaroo stage in the Junior Maths Challenge  
Tomas Davter  9E Working diligently in STEM work in Maths  
Kyle Larkin  10O An excellent attitude to his studies across the sciences  
Ilias Dahmani  11S An excellent understanding of the systems involved in a complex electronic project 
Hesham Malikzada 12M His ongoing commitment to leading KS3 Science Club  
Bobby Reid  13W His exceptional progress in biology and chemistry 


